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How do I create a scan for an ADX crossover?

How do I create a scan for an ADX crossover (yesterday) bullish +d1 upward from -d1?

Thanks!

crossover  adx  scan

I see you edited your original post...here is my updated answer.

[yesterday's adx line (13) >= 25] and [2 days ago adx line (13) <= 25]

You can use this and change the setting to 1 day ago upper left

[daily plus di(14) > daily minus di(14)] and [yesterday's daily plus di(14) < yesterday's daily minus di(14)]

Or you can use one of these:

[yesterday's daily plus di(14) > yesterday's daily minus di(14)] and [2 day's ago daily plus di(14) < 2 day's ago daily

minus di(14)]

[yesterday's daily plus di(14) > yesterday's daily minus di(14)] and [ yesterday's daily plus di(14) x yesterday's daily
minus di(14)]

Best...Doug

This is what I use.

[adx line (13) > 25] and [Plus DI (13) > Minus DI (13)] and [Plus DI (13) > 25]

See the chart school article on ADX for both kinds of crossovers, and alot of useful advice about its strengths and
weaknesses. Links at the bottom of the articles illustrate the scans.
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Thank you guys works pretty well
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